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Tell me do you know the alphabet
Do you know the ABC’s
When you learn all of the letters
Well then, reading is a breeze
CHORUS
Hey there _______
Do you know your ABC’s ?
Now were going to sing the letters
Won’t you join me if you please?
We will start with A for apple
And then B for Bumble Bee
Letter C spells CAT, well how ‘bout that?
And Doggie starts with D
The Letter E spells Elephant
And F will give us Friend
And G’s for “green means go”, you know
Will the letters never end??
CHORUS
Well H will make your house a home
That’s where you Hang your Hat
And inside we can eat Ice cream
Letter I will give you that
J’s for jumping through the jungle
While we eat our jellybeans
While the Kitten and the kangaroo
fly a kite, oh what a scene
Well, the letter L will let us spell
The little ladybug
And the lion and the little lamb
Will share a great big hug
CHORUS
The letter M makes music and
A monkey out of me
And the letter N will build a nest
For a bird up in the tree

Well the letter O spells Orange
And it’s also Octopus
And P is for pink popcorn pigs
And a purple platypus
The letter Q will give us Queen
She’s married to the king
And the letter R spells rainbow, red
And run and race and ring.
The letter S is for the sun
And all the stars we see
And the toy train and the turtle teeth
Are all words spelled with T
CHORUS
If the Umbrella is upside down
It’s with the Letter U
And the V is for the Valentine
That I will give to you.
If the Walrus in the Window
Eats his waffles while they’re hot
Than we all can play the xylophone
While X can mark the spot
Well the letter Y spells Yo-Yo
And a yummy snack for you
And the letter Zee “or Zed for me”
Is the Zebra in the zoo

